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Dear poultry colleague,

The world population and global poultry consumption 
keeps on growing. To respond to this increasing protein 
demand, the poultry industry faces many challenges, 
but even more numerous opportunities. The average 
size of a hatchery is increasing significantly and the 
efficiencies in the hatchery operation, as well as in the 
complete production chain, are becoming more and 
more crucial to keep up with the market.

Do you face similar issues? Do you know if your 
hatchery is running as performant as the full potential 
of latest incubation technologies? Are you confident 
on your decision between single-stage or multi-stage 
incubation?

Petersime can play a key role here. Being the world 
leader in the field of incubation, Petersime has the 
experience and the expertise to assist you all the way 
in your daily operation. Throughout its complete 
network of local Sales and Service Offices and together 
with local distributors, a complete team of technical 
engineers and incubation specialists are always 
available and committed to provide you with practical 
support that you need, close to your door. 

For your new hatchery project, Petersime can design, 
deliver and install your complete hatchery, custom-
made to your requirements and adapted to your local 
situation. You are accompanied by a dedicated partner 
throughout the whole process, from the earliest 
conception till your full running operation.

But also, for your existing hatchery, Petersime remains 
at your side to continue further maximizing your 
hatchery performance and yielding better results. 
The great potential of our incubators and Embryo-
Response™ technology has been proven worldwide. It 
is embedded in our ‘Customer Care Commitment’ to 
assure all customers keep on benefiting from it to its full 
potential. 

With Petersime Automation, you get the same reliable 
quality and service you are used to from our incubators 
and other hatchery equipment. Petersime assists you 
in selecting a hatchery automation solution that gives 
you the most added value to support your business 
needs, maximizing your profit for life.  

Enjoy reading. 

Olav Boel

Chief Commercial Director

Editorial
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Time to rethink the golden rules of 
incubation
Have you ever found yourself blindly following the classic incubation rules in your 
hatchery? Be careful: those "golden rules of incubation" are great as a guidance, but 
your incubation results might be affected by a lack of accuracy in those rules. In other 
words: you might be doing a good job, but you also might be missing the bigger 
picture. Roger Banwell, Hatchery Development Manager at Petersime, will explain why. 

It’s all about the context
For many years now, the rules of commercial incubation 
have been derived from the multi-stage methodology, 
with all the limitations and compromises associated with 
this system. Whilst these rules are essential, it is time now 
to review and refine them, so they suit the more precise 
and totally flexible single-stage incubation method. Let’s 
have a look at some of the current rules.

“CO₂ is harmful above 0,45%”. This is a first rule many 
hatchery managers apply. Although this rule is correct 
in the exothermic phase, it is not in the endothermic 
phase. More CO₂ in the phase of vascular development 
can improve the entire vascular and heart development 
and affect post-hatch performance.

Another example is the rule of “12% weight loss being 
important for good hatchability”. When we look at the 
results of our trials, we see that this is not entirely correct. 
Instead, we see that the specific gravity (shell porosity 
and density) is key in this context.

The same goes for this last example: “Immediate access to 
feed and water is important for post-hatch performance and 
chick welfare”. This too is not correct: it’s just a matter of 

timing. Immediate access is not necessary, giving access 
to feed and water on the right moment is. Let’s dig a little 
deeper into this.

Rethinking “early feeding”
Extensive comparative trials over the past 18 months 
have clearly shown that there is an optimum time to 
feed chicks. The fact of the matter is: if you have less than 
ideal incubation conditions, this results in a wide hatch 
window. In these circumstances, it goes without saying 
that immediately fed and watered chicks will be better 
performers.

But what happens if we don’t give access to feed and 
water immediately? When asking this question, people 
tend to think of disastrous consequences in terms of 
animal welfare while in fact, there is no reason to panic. 
Only after more than 48 hours without feed and water, 
we see a negative effect on the performance of the 
chicks and even after more than 72 hours, we still see no 
significant effect on mortality. Of course, we don’t have 
to wait that long, but this proves the fact that the chicks 
don’t need it immediately after hatching.

Early 

Mid 

Late 

Hatch window

Time

Optimum 
for all chicks

Optimum time for 
feed and water

Too early Too late

Longer hatch 
window

The optimum point for feed is the moment where the hatching timelines for all newborn chicks coincide: not too late 
for the early hatchers and not too soon for the late ones.

Using nature as a reference
What it all boils down to is that the inspiration for our 
solutions is actually right in front of us: nature. Petersime 
uses nature as a reference for performance optimisation 
and product development. The research and 
development team mainly focuses on maximum hatch 
and post-hatch performance with bird welfare as an 
equally key criterion. This has resulted in several solutions 
mimicking nature as from storage until post-hatch:

 f BioStreamer™ Re-Store replicates the clutch building 
activity of the mother hen

 f Dynamic Weight Loss System™ (DWLS) mimics the level 
of attentiveness of the parent bird

 f OvoScan™ continues the replication of the attentiveness 
and real-time temperature control of the parent bird

 f Synchro-Hatch™ imitates the stimulus experienced by the 
hatching egg in the nest environment

The inspiration for our solutions is right in front of us: nature

All in all, we can be the “perfect parent” thanks to single-
stage incubation with Embryo-Response Incubation 
technologies. By understanding the interaction between 
the parent bird and the embryo/hatchling and the early 
post-hatch activities, we can achieve optimum chick 
quality and ultimate post-hatch performance. This leads 
us to our ultimate goal: maximum profit for life, hand in 
hand with nature.
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Petersime Automation: 
Optimize your hatchery workflow for maximum profit for life

Your business is growing and you have decided to invest in single-stage incubation, without 
compromising on bio-security. For you, meeting your productivity target every day is a must. And not 
just any product will do. You are aiming to deliver consistent quality of uniform day-old chicks.

To produce high volumes of chicks every day, you need 

to combine speed with consistent quality. Then again, 

you also want gentle chick handling to meet the high 

standards of animal welfare. Candling and transferring 

eggs as well as vaccinating and counting chicks must be 

done with precision. Cleaning and disinfecting equip-

ment and accurately grading chicks also require your 

attention. 

To optimize the value chain, you want to keep the breeder 

farm informed about the production results of their flock 

with precise candling data.  

It is a continuous challenge to find and keep the right 

people for the job. The rotation of personnel, training 

and organizing the work for all these people takes up 

a lot of your time. The cost of labour is also becoming 

higher. Meanwhile, optimal working conditions of em-

ployees are a necessity in a modern hatchery.

To keep up with current standards and to invest in long-

term solutions, you realize automation just makes sense. 

With its financial return and improvement in perfor-

mance, bringing in automation is a wise decision. 

Petersime Automation, a reliable 
solution 
Choosing for Petersime Automation means you can count 
on a solid partner for years to come, allowing your business 
to grow gradually. With its years of experience in hatchery 
design and background knowledge on all hatchery equip-
ment, Petersime guarantees a smooth integration of all 
the machines with your Petersime incubators. Moreover, 
Petersime will help you to determine where automation 
will bring the most added value to your workflow and will 
maximize your investment for its lifetime. 

The most added value
Your hatchery will be more efficient and more hygien-
ic. With Petersime Automation, you increase processing 
speed. Careful egg and chick handling result in improved 
chick quality. Moreover, you eliminate contamination 
risks guaranteeing uncompromised bio-security.

Ergonomic work positions create a better work environ-
ment for your employees and reduce labour absence. 
With the data from candling and chick counting you get 
a good overview of the performance to report back to 
the breeder farm. 

Quality and service
Petersime Automation is easy to clean and maintain, 
making it a reliable and high-quality solution, built to last. 
Both from our HQ and regionally, Petersime provides a 
full range of customer service activities so you can rely 
on us for support, ensuring maximum business continu-
ity of your operations. As with all our products, you can 
count on a in depth training for both management and 
personnel. To maximize your profit for life, we offer both 
troubleshooting services and assistance as well as proac-
tive guidance. Petersime is a partner for life. 

Apply for a free copy 
of our brochure on 
Automation by mail to 
info@petersime.com
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Petersime Automatic Candling 
and Transfer Machine 
One machine, multiple benefits

Uncompromised bio-security

Petersime Washing Machine

Petersime Sexing and Vaccination Line 
Organize your workflow

Petersime Chick Counter
More accuracy, less time
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The team of Hendrix Genetics looks back on a marvellous opening of their new hatchery in Beresford, 
South Dakota, with over 400 people attending. Turkey industry professionals, local community members 
and government officials got the chance to get a closer view of the new 83,000 square foot facility and 
its technology.

Hendrix Genetics celebrates the opening 
of another world class turkey hatchery

Hendrix Genetics initiated this hatchery project in 
2017 in the context of a big investment in new and 
updated breeding farms, two new hatcheries and a new 
transportation fleet. The goal? Ensuring top quality and 
availability of Hybrid Turkeys products throughout the 
turkey value chain. With an annual capacity of 35 million 
eggs, this new hatchery will contribute to the Hybrid 
hatchery network throughout the USA and Canada.

The construction of Beresford hatchery progressed at 
lightning speed. In just over a year, the flat field had 
transformed into a finished hatchery. Jeff McDowell, 
General Manager, emphasized the short time span in 
which the project was completed: “I am very proud of 
what we accomplished in such a short amount of time. 
This wouldn’t have been possible without the ongoing 
support of our customers and the local community. This, 
of course, is in addition to the hard work and dedication of 
our staff and partners throughout this project.”

The opening of this new commercial hatchery on 
November 27th was a rare opportunity to walk around 
in such a facility before the usual strict biosecurity 
policies applied. After several speeches and an official 
ribbon cutting ceremony, guests took a tour in the 
hatchery. 

A look inside the incubation and hatching technology 
was one of the highlights during this trip through the 
facility. Hendrix Genetics opted for Petersime equipment 

again to ensure the highest biosecurity and turkey poult 
quality. Numerous cutting-edge BioStreamer™ setters 
and hatchers with Operational Excellence Technology™ 
will deliver an optimal performance in a fully automated 
way, entirely monitored by the Eagle Eye™ software 
package.

Raf Beeren, Managing Director, highlighted the focus on 
quality and its importance for the complete value chain: 
“The modern technology and leading biosecurity measures 
that we have in place at the beginning of the supply 
chain will ensure the successful delivery of top quality and 
nutritious protein to the final consumer”, he stated.

Moreover, Beresford hatchery is the first hatchery to 
use the brand new stackable Turkey 60XL tray, specially 
designed for turkey eggs. Thanks to the larger egg 
pockets, they will benefit from an ideal positioning for 
small, large and extra-large eggs and enable an optimal 
airflow in the setter.

Filip De Smet, Sales Director North East at Petersime, 
is thrilled about the fruitful cooperation with Hendrix 
Genetics. “It’s a privilege for us to continue working with 
Hendrix Genetics, just after our previous cooperation for 
their parent stock hatchery in Beatrice. The choice of Hybrid 
Turkeys to work with Petersime again for this project is a 
clear sign of trust in the products and services we offer. We 
are very grateful for their loyalty to Petersime as preferred 
partner for incubation equipment.”, he states.

By investing in these new facilities, Hendrix Genetics is 
putting a lot of effort in strengthening its global supply 
chain and network of owned and aligned distribution.Ribbon cutting ceremony on the opening of Beresford hatchery

Beresford hatchery in South Dakota
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Guests could take a guided tour in the hatchery
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What started in the 1920’s as a small shop, turned out to be one of the most important business groups 
in Latin America. Today it is a multinational family corporation with an important presence worldwide.

DIP CMI prefers Petersime and sees the 
future with great optimism 

Around the time Ira and Ray Petersime built their first 
electrical incubators, Don Juan Bautista Gutierrez, 
founder of Corporación Multi Inversiones (CMI), started 
a corner shop in San Cristóbal, Totonicapan, a small 
town in the west of Guatemala. What started in the 
1920’s as a small shop, turned out to be one of the most 
important business groups in Latin America. Today it is a 
multinational family corporation formed by over 30,000 
employees with an important presence in nearly 50 
markets in 20 countries from 3 continents.

The ‘Division Industrial Pecuaria’ (DIP-CMI) is part 
of Guatemala’s Grupo Multi Inversiones and runs a 
Central America-wide poultry operation. The following 
companies are part of DIP: Avicola Villalobos, Guatemala; 
CADECA, Honduras; Avicola Salvadoreña, El Salvador; 
and DIP-CMI Costa Rica. They are the largest chicken 
company in Guatemala, part of the largest chicken 
producing group in Central America. You may know 
them from strong brands such as Pollo Rey and Delji, 
from sausages under the Toledo and Don Tico brands or 
from their restaurants Pollo Campero. They are producing 
16.5 million chickens per year. Annually the company also 
sells half a million baby chicks to third parties for export.

When we ask Fausto Renato Moreno Molina, Incubation 
Manager, how they can keep up these dazzling figures, 
he emphasizes how the company has been built from 
the start on high standards of ethical and professional 
norms. With these values at the foundation and a 
consistent choice for quality and focus on delivering 
the best product for their customers, DIP CMI together 

with its 13,000 collaborators strives to make the division 
stronger and bigger. 

This sounds like a company that doesn’t settle for 
less than the best. It will not surprise you they chose 
Petersime BioStreamer™ HD setters and hatchers for 
their hatchery expansion in Masagua. This state-of-the-
art high-tech equipment gives them the opportunity 
to hatch 12% more chicks on the same surface as the 
classic BioStreamer™ incubators. They now have a setting 
capacity of 900,000 eggs per month. 

The unique Embryo-Response Incubation™ technology 
that these machines are equipped with, has already 
payed off. “We started up the hatchery in November 2016 
and immediately got very good results”, Marvin Auberto 
Lopez Padilla says. He is the hatchery manager of the 
Masagua hatchery. “Thanks to the support from the 
incubation consultants at Petersime, and the training sessions 
we attended, we can get the most out of the machines.”

Mr. Moreno Molina indicates that the use of technology 
is of great importance for the company. “We choose to 
modernize our way of working in every part of the company. 
At the level of computer systems, we have integrated 
software that supports market intelligence efforts and cost 
management. For the hatchery we use the Eagle Eye™ 
software from Petersime. We monitor and control our entire 
hatchery from one single Command Centre PC.”  

On the question what made them decide to partner with 
Petersime he answers: “We know that Petersime delivers the 
best quality incubators, but it was Petersime’s commitment 
to fast and effective service that was the decisive factor for 
us.” He continues “The personal guidance throughout the 
project and the level of professionalism and knowledge from 
the Petersime team meant we could rest assured our plan 
was in good hands.” 

Petersime and CMI both share the conviction that 
investing in quality and a sustainable partnership gives 
the best results in the long run. “We see the future with 
great optimism, because the Pollo Rey brand has broad 
support in the region, we have strong partnerships, we are 
the largest poultry company in Central America and… 
we know what we are doing” concludes Moreno Molina 
paraphrasing Ricardo Vásquez, General Manager of DIP-
CMI.
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Recent Petersime installations around the 
world
As a global market leader in incubation, Petersime has projects and installations all over the world. A 
selection of some of the latest installations: 

DIP CMI (Guatemala)

Type of fowl: Broilers

Type Setters: 
BioStreamer™ 12S 
HD*

Type Hatchers:
BioStreamer™ 4H 
HD*

Eagle’s Pride (South Africa)

Type of fowl: Broilers

Type Setters: Conventional S

Type Hatchers: Conventional H

Nourish (Bangladesh)

Type of fowl: Broilers (GP, PS & DOC)

Type Setters: 
BioStreamer™ 12S 
HD*

Type Hatchers: BioStreamer™ 4H HD*

* Machines equipped with Operational Excellence Technology™.

San Antonio (Mexico)

Type of fowl: Broilers

Type Setters: 
BioStreamer™ 24S 
& 12S HD*

Type Hatchers:
BioStreamer™ 8H & 
4H HD*
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Parkent Broiler (Uzbekistan)

Type of fowl: Broilers

Type Setters: BioStreamer™ 8S* 

Type Hatchers: BioStreamer™ 8H*

L’Oeuf D’Or (Belgium)

Type of fowl: Broilers

Type Setters: 
BioStreamer™ 8S 
HD*

Type Hatchers:
BioStreamer™ 4H 
HD*

Hendrix Genetics (South Dakota, USA)

Type of fowl: Turkeys

Type Setters: BioStreamer™ 8S*

Type Hatchers: BioStreamer™ 8H*

Sam Hwa (South Korea)

Type of fowl: Broilers

Type Setters: 
BioStreamer™ 24S 
HD*

Type Hatchers:
BioStreamer™ 8H 
HD*
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Your hatchery at your fingertips: 
introducing the Eagle Eye™ app

Peace of mind with Petersime’s new 
Hatchery Alert System™

Maintaining a complete overview of the status of your 
incubators at any moment is of the utmost importance. 
But how can you react efficiently to sudden problems 
when you are outside the hatchery? 

From now on, you can have a permanent overview of 
your incubators at your fingertips, as the Eagle Eye™ 
app is available for your smartphone or tablet. With 
the existing Eagle Eye™ software package, hatchery 
managers could already monitor and control their entire 
hatchery from one single Command Centre PC in the 
hatchery. The extension to a mobile app will make it easy 
to have access to the machine status and alarm overview 
when being outside the hatchery.

The Eagle Eye™ app is available for iOS and Android 
devices. 

For more information, contact us 
via info@petersime.com.

Trustworthy, state-of-the-art and dummy-proof. These 
are only a few characteristics of Petersime’s new essential 
safety system for your hatchery: the Petersime Hatchery 
Alert System™. This new system replaces the old Control 
Panel and brings along several extra features.

What’s the difference between 
Eagle Eye™ and the Hatchery 
Alert System™?
Just like the Hatchery Alert System, Eagle Eye gives 
you an overview of the status of your incubators, 
but it is more of an analysis and management tool 
and it cannot replace the Hatchery Alert System. The 
Hatchery Alert System gives an added value because 
it remains active in case of network or power failure 
and warns you inside (acoustic alarm) and outside 
(phone call) the hatchery.

When one of your incubators goes in alarm mode without 
you being notified, you risk losing the complete capacity 
of the machine. Thanks to the combination of an alarm 
inside the hatchery and the possibility to connect it with 
your telephone, the Hatchery Alert System™ will make 

sure that not a single alarm will escape your attention. 
Even in case of a power or network failure, you will get a 
warning because of the separate cabling system and an 
independent power supply with battery backup.

The Hatchery Alert System™ is easy to operate, provides 
you with a status overview of up to 96 incubators and can 
be connected to external alarm signals (e.g. HVAC alarm) 
as well. Touchscreen technology and user identification 
make it a user-friendly system. All actions are logged and 
history files can be easily exported. We made sure it’s 
dust and waterproof so it fits perfectly in every hatchery 
room. 
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How Petersime aims to be the 
lifelong partner of your hatchery
Regardless of whether your hatchery is equipped with top quality incubators or the latest technologies, 
the key to success still lies in understanding your business and being able to solve problems that pop up 
along the way. That’s why Petersime continuously invests in several committed service levels to support 
customers and offer them qualified assistance whenever they need it.

Providing the highest quality 
standards worldwide
Being the world leader in the field of incubation, 
Petersime provides the highest quality standards for its 
product and services. This is a result of the continuous 
effort for good education and ongoing training of the 
engineers. From installations to troubleshooting servi ces, 
customers can rely on certified professionals from the 
very start of their operations until the end of the life span 
of the incubators and beyond. Thanks to the different 
training programmes and documentation, hatchery 
managers get the opportunity to gain extra skills and 
knowhow so they can put the high standards into 
practice themselves. The Hatchery Guidance Programme 
and the Operational Excellence Programme, for instance, 
are valuable service packs to adopt best practices at 
every stage of the hatching process.

Services adapted to your unique 
situation
Either for troubleshooting services for your existing 
hatchery or assistance for a new project, Petersime en-
sures a personal approach. As for a new project, one of 
the Hatchery Project Managers will act as personal pro-
ject manager, supporting you from the very beginning 
until a year after the first chicks have hatched. For exist-
ing hatcheries, a Helpdesk Engineer is appointed to be 
the single point of contact for your region. In both cases, 
the personal involvement of the experts will make sure 
Petersime understands your needs and comes up with 
tailor-made and effective solutions.

PetersimePress | Customer Service

Local & on-site assistance
With different Petersime offices on strategic locations, 
a wide range of services are available worldwide. Ware-
houses with spare parts are foreseen in different areas to 
ensure a quick replacement in case of a breakdown. Field 
Service Engineers travel around the world or in specific 
regions for installations and technical & incubation inter-
ventions. Next to that, the team also consists of Global 
Technical Supervisors and Hatchery Development Spe-
cialists to offer professional advice and on-site assistance, 
technical audits and hatchery performance audits in-
cluded.

Accessible at all times
To use time efficiently, Petersime services are easy to re-
quest and delivered within the shortest time span possi-
ble. In case of questions, your personal engineer for your 
specific region and country will be directly accessible. 
Besides, 15.000 pages of practical information, including 
Petersime’s handy Incubation Guide, is available online, 
printed and on USB. When it comes to spare parts, 3.000 
out of 10.000 product components and parts are availa-
ble in the Petersime e-shop. 

One partner covering many 
services
Although qualitative equipment is of the utmost im-
portance in a well-performing hatchery, looking at the 
bigger picture shouldn’t be forgotten. By being a reliable 
partner, Petersime ensures a maximum business continu-
ity of your operations. Because Petersime is able to de-
sign, deliver, install and support your complete hatche ry, 

you only need one partner for your entire hatchery life-
cycle. As a result your organization will grow gradually, 
maximizing your profit for life.

Russian hatchery Tambovskaya Indeyka confirmed to 
be very satisfied: “During our cooperation Petersime 
approved itself as the extremely professional company 
comprising of skilled personnel. Petersime gets things 
done in a quick and effective way. Our cooperation really 
gave us a positive impression.”

Discover more about Petersime 
Customer Care Commitment™ on 
www.customercarecommitment.
petersime.com

COMMITMENT

CUSTOMER CARE  
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Join our Operational Excellence 
Programme™
Operational Excellence makes the difference between a good and an excellent hatchery. Good 
management of all aspects in your operation and having the guidance for this will get you the best 
return on investment.

PetersimePress | Customer Service

OPERATIONAL

EX
C

ELLENCE            PROGRA
M

M
E

Petersime provides support, both 
remote and on site, to implement 
this for your specific hatchery 
operation. Maximizing results 
requires continuous striving for 
improvement. Adopting best 
practices within your hatchery 
will make your organization a real 
hatching champion.

Remote support

Operational Excellence 
Software

 f Remote login for Petersime assistance

 f Advanced incubation support to optimize 
hatching results

 f Incubation webinars

 f Schedule, manage and follow up all 
maintenance activities

 f Apply the correct loading procedure for every 
individual flock

 f Fully compatible with Eagle Eye™

Information & instructions
 f Operational Excellence videos explaining best 

practices

 f Operational Excellence instruction sheets 
containing procedures & guidelines for best 
practices

 f Latest incubation program updates

 f Latest software updates

Expert visit

 f Maintenance check-up of your hatchery by 
Petersime technician

 f On-site assistance for your entire staff

www.operationalexcellence.petersime.com

Maximize your 
incubation results

Minimize your
operational costs

Achieve uncompromised
bio-security

Maximize chick quality 
beyond your hatchery
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How to correctly load eggs into your 
incubators for an optimal heat balance

Positioning the eggs in the setter
Huge incubator capacities make it difficult to have the 
same eggs in all trolleys. No doubt about it. Let’s agree, 
for the success of our incubation results, to always have 
at least two trolleys with the same egg characteristics 
(flock age, egg storage, fertility…). By distributing them 
in a mirrored position, left and right will be in balance. 
And so will heat production and heat dissipation.

First, eggs with medium heat production belong on 
the trolleys with the OvoScan™ next to the left wall of the 
incubator. The eggs surrounding the OvoScan™ sensors 
are responsible to provide continuous information to 
the machine controller. This means that the temperature 
measurements of these sampled eggs will be used to 
automatically adjust the air temperature in the setter for 
all the eggs throughout the entire incubation time.

 f This could be eggs with middle fertility, from a middle-
aged flock and/or with a middle storage time.

The eggs on the trolleys in the middle experience a 
relatively lower air speed with slightly less efficient 
convection. Fact is that it is more difficult in this position 
to transfer heat in or out of the eggs. This means that the 
central trolleys on each side of the incubator are the best 
positions for eggs with a lower heat production. 

This central position in between trolleys allows these 
eggs to get indirectly additional heating from the 
surrounding eggs.

 f For example: the eggs with the lowest fertility, the 
youngest flocks (smaller eggs) and/or the eggs with a 
prolonged storage time.

At this point it’s clear that eggs with potentially higher 
heat production belong on the trolleys next to the 
central mixing fan of the incubator. Eggs on these trolleys 
experience slightly higher air speed which facilitates the 
heat transfer.

 f The perfect position for the grouped eggs with the 
highest fertility rates (or expected hatchability), the 
oldest flock (large eggs) and/or eggs that have been 
stored for a short time. 

Correct loading pattern for setters according to differences in egg heat production

Incorrect loading pattern: eggs with higher heat production on the OvoScan™ trolleys

Temperature differences in the incubator cause a wider hatch window and negatively 
affect chick uniformity. In many cases, we create this wide temperature range ourselves 
by setting a mix of eggs in wrong positions in the setter. Does this sound familiar? 
By correctly combining eggs from different flocks with the micro-environment in 
the incubator, you can easily avoid this. Let’s have a look how. By Eduardo Romanini, 
Hatchery Development Specialist, Petersime.

Following these guidelines will surely result in the 
best possible heat balance distribution of the eggs in 
the machine. Or if you want an even better outcome, 
just load the machine with eggs as homogeneous as 
possible in all trolleys.

But what if you do it differently and place the eggs 
with relatively higher or lower heat production in the 
OvoScan™ trolleys near the wall?

Here’s what happens: the OvoScan™ takes these eggs 
as a reference for the complete incubator. Basically, any 
other loading pattern configuration that does not follow 
the ideal combination between egg heat production 
and micro-environment in the incubator will produce a 
wider hatch window with early and late hatches within 
the same machine. Chick uniformity becomes a big issue 
then. You definitely want to avoid that.
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Example: transfer pattern for 1 setter of 12 trolleys capacity 
to 3 hatchers of 4 trolleys capacity each

Incorrect loading pattern: eggs with lower heat production on the OvoScan™ trolleys

 f Hatcher 1: All eggs with medium heat produc-
tion (positioned near the wall)

 f Hatcher 2: All eggs with low heat production 
(positioned in the center)

 f Hatcher 3: All eggs with high heat production 
(positioned near the central mixing fan)

Transfer pattern and loading of 
hatchers
Correctly loading the hatchers starts where it ends for 
the setters: at transfer. Because one single hatcher ideally 
should be loaded with uniform eggs, they all should 
come from the same specific positions in the balanced 
loaded setter. Let’s see how you best put this into 
practice. Let’s take the example of transferring one setter 
of 12 trolleys to 3 hatchers of 4 trolleys capacity each.

The same principle applies for configurations of setters 
and hatchers with other capacities. By loading the 
hatchers with eggs as uniform as possible, each hatcher 
can use a different incubation profile according to the 
heat production of the eggs in it. There will be no mixed 
eggs in the same machines (or minimal differences), 
so the temperature can be adjusted according to the 
embryo needs. Besides, the thermal comfort for the 
recent hatched chicks can be guaranteed. 

For instance, because eggs transferred to hatcher 2 
are the ones with lowest potential to generate heat, it 
makes sense that the temperature profile of this hatcher 
is slightly higher compared to hatchers 1 and 3. Similarly, 
CO₂ programmed levels on hatcher 2 can be slightly 
reduced because of lower heat production and keep a 
good ventilation rate and provision of O₂.

Loading pattern generator
Bottom line: if you make sure you create uniform batches 
of eggs, put them in the right position in the setters and 
then transfer them to the correct hatcher, this should 
significantly improve your results.

Now it’s up to you to make it happen in your 
hatchery. Still not sure about how to do it? For 
daily assistance in applying the correct loading 
procedure for every individual flock and for 
different setter sizes and configurations, Petersime 
offers the "Loading pattern generator". This tool 
is part of the Operational Excellence™ software 
for members of the Operational Excellence™ 
Programme and provides you with the best 
positioning of your eggs for optimal heat balanced 
loading. Do you want to know more?  Talk to one 
of our colleagues or find more information about 
the programme on www.operationalexcellence.
petersime.com

OPERATIONAL

EX
C

ELLENCE            PROGRA
M

M
E
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Soaking up incubation knowledge in 
Mexico and Honduras during the OX Days
One of the best things of being a hatchery manager is that not a day goes by without learning. But 
some days get even better. Professionals in hatchery operations can attend days full of incubation tips 
& tricks given by the best in the field. This time, the lucky ones were the participants in the Operational 
Excellence Days in Mexico and Honduras.

The Petersime team organised the first Operational 
Excellence Days in Mexico and Honduras on the 17th and 
the 21st of August respectively. Both events attracted 
about 40 incubation experts and professionals of well-
known companies in the local poultry industry.

With the Operational Excellence Days, Petersime aims 
to share practical, truthful and grounded information 
on incubation, brought by its own scientific experts and 
other well-known speakers. 

One of the attendees mentioned that the combination 
of coming together with experts and the importance 
of the themes resulted in a top-quality event. “Hopefully 
Petersime continues to organize these Operational Excellence 
Days in our neighbourhood.”

So, which important themes were handled this time 
then? Participants in Mexico and Honduras got first-hand 
information on the best practices in the field: How does 
the ventilation in a hatchery work? How do you handle 
incubatable eggs? How can you best manage the hatch 
window? And what about the biosecurity? These are 
only a few topics brought by the different speakers.

For both Operational Excellence Days, attendees were 
positively surprised by the purely technical content of 
the presentations and its high level. “The information we 
received during the Operational Excellence Days is what we 
find and need in our daily work. It’s important to remember 
and refresh what we already know and to listen to new tips, 
so we really know how to do it.”

As the Operational Excellence Day in Honduras took 
place together with the Central American and Caribbean 
Poultry Congress in San Pedro Sula, many attendees 
headed to the congress afterwards. There they could 
attend Petersime’s incubation expert Eduardo Romanini’s 
presentation about the art of restoring embryonic 
viability or visit the Petersime booth. A great opportunity 
to combine gaining new insights and networking with 
other hatchery professionals!

Upcoming events
IPPE Atlanta 2019
12/02/2019 » 14/02/2019
World Congress Center Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Exhibitor: Petersime
Booth: Hall C, 9529

VIV Asia
13/03/2019 » 15/03/2019
BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand
Exhibitor: Petersime
Booth: H100, 2940

Congreso AVEM, Quéretaro, Mexico
12/03/2019 » 14/03/2019
Exhibitor: Distribuidora Torrelavega
Booth: 50

Seminario Internacional de 
Incubación, Bogota, Colombia
02/04/2019 » 04/04/2019
Petersime speaker: Eduardo Romanini

SIAVS, São Paulo, Brazil
27/08/2019 » 29/08/2019
Exhibitor: Petersime do Brasil
Booth: 73

Congreso Latinoamericano de 
Avicultura, Lima, Peru
08/10/2019 » 10/10/2019
Exhibitor : Petersime
Booth : M-4

Single-stage Incubator Training 
Belgium
26/02/2019 » 28/02/2019
02/04/2019 » 04/04/2019
04/06/2019 » 06/06/2019

Hatchery Management Training 
Belgium
26/03/2019 » 28/03/2019

Single-stage Incubator Training
Kuala Lumpur
23/04/2019 » 25/04/2019

Consult the training calendar at the website: 
www.petersime.com/services

The participants of the Operational Excellence Day in Querétaro, Mexico on August 17th 
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ARGENTINA
LABORATORIOS BIMEX SRL
Mr Jose Zamora
Raulies 2045
C1427DVC Buenos Aires
T +54 11 4523 7922
F +54 11 4523 7170
bimex@bimex.com.ar

AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND
UNIVERSAL PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT CO. Pty. Ltd.
Mr Boris Showniruk
40, Florastreet
2232 Kirrawee NSW
T +61 2 95 421 611
F +61 2 95 214 309
upec@upec.com.au

BANGLADESH
TREND SETTER
Mr Sarwar Hossain
House # 46, Road # 7,
Block G - Banani (3rd Floor, Apt 
404)
1213 Dhaka
T +880 2 988 9071/9169/9060 
F +880 2 883 5465
Mobile: +880 1 711 563486
trendsetter@bracnet.net

BELARUS
SERVOLUX
Mr Evgeny Sinitsa
Pervomayskaya Str 77
212030 Mogilev
T +375 22 2327334
F +375 29 7477741
yellowbirdie@yandex.ru

CHILE
WILPAT
Mr William W. Patrick
Providencia 2653 - Oficina 1004
Santiago 
T +56 2 2318002
F +56 2 2341284
william@wilpat.cl
www.wilpat.cl

CHINA (P.R.)
SONGMING MACHINERY 
INDUSTRY (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD.
Mr Lim
705 SongBai Road
Blk. 17 Songming Ind. Park
Gongming Town
Guangming District
518106 Shenzhen City
Guangdong Province 
T +86 755 27411 888
F +86 755 27411 124
tjlim@lubing.cn

COLOMBIA
INSUMMA
Mr Erich Johannes Calderon
Km 7 Via a Girón No 16
136 Bodega 10
Bucaramanga
T +57 7646 6670
F +57 7646 8463
erich.calderon@insumma.co
www.insumma.co

ECUADOR
AVICORP
Ing. Ramiro Aulestia
Riachuelos S10-159 y Valdivia
Cumbayá - Quito
T +593 9 95654327
info@avicorp.ec
www.avicorp.ec

EGYPT
FAT HENS
Eng. Abd. El Salam Hegazy
94 El-Tahrir Street
Plaza Tower
Dokki, Giza
T + 20 2 37623771/2
F + 20 2 37623773
elsayedsabah@hg-egypt.com

FRANCE/ALGERIA/MAROC/
TUNIS/OLD FRENCH COLONIES
SOCIÉTÉ CIDAPE
Mrs Alice Vinchon - Mr Christophe 
Boucault
191, Rue Belliard
75018 Paris
T +33 1 44852525
F +33 1 42282550
contact@cidape.fr

GERMANY/SWITZERLAND/
AUSTRIA
ME INTERNATIONAL 
INSTALLATION GMBH
Mr Rolf Müller
Winterweg 12
28832 Achim
T +49 4202 83018/62310
F +49 4202 84290
rolfmueller@me-international.de

GREECE
V. KARABINAS S.A.
Mr Vassilis F. Karabinas
Pedini 45500
P.O. Box 1060
45110 Ioannina
T +30 26510 92851
F +30 26510 92961
vfkarabinas@vkarabinas-sa.gr

HONDURAS/ EL SALVADOR/ 
GUATEMALA / NICARAGUA
DISATYR 
Mr Claudio Lainez
15 Avenida, 8 Calle, 
Sur Oeste, Barrio Suyapa,
San Pedro Sula
Honduras
T +504 2550 9085 
clainez@disatyrhn.com
www.grupodisatyr.com

INDONESIA
PT. GATRA MULTI REJEKI
Mrs Selly W. Lie
Muara Karang Blok D6 S. N° 22
14450 Jakarta Utara
T +62 21 663 01 22
F +62 21 663 01 20
gatragmr@indosat.net.id

ISRAEL
LEVY HERMAN PROJECTS LTD.
Shay Herman - Jonathan Levy
MAGAL, hashaked 32, p.o.b 138, 
38845, ISRAEL
T +972 (0) 546921182 
T +972 (0) 504934611 
shay@lhp.co.il
yoni@lhp.co.il

ITALY
MG HI-TECH DI MALAJ GENTIAN
Mr Gentian Malaj
Via Aldo Moro 2/D
47042 Cesenatico (FC)
T +39 335 78 41 141
F +39 0547 1791009
g.malaj@mghitech.com

JAPAN
OGAWA AG CO,.LTD.
Mr Kenji Ogawa
3-125 Naka Yamaushiro cho
504-0042 Kakamigahara 
Gifu - Japan
T +81-583-71-9672
F +81-583-71-9672
samurai@ogawa-ag.com

KUWAIT
BURGAN AGRI CO. W.L.L.
Mr Mohammad Al-Fraih
P.O. Box 5545
13056 Safat
T +965 2 244 7751/245 5588
F +965 2 245 5599/473 3367
bafi@bafi.net
www.bafi.net

LITHUANIA/LATVIA
UAB AGROINZINERIJA
Mrs Jurate Miliauskiene
Lazdynu 21
04129 Vilnius
T +370 52 45 04 18
F +370 52 45 04 18
j.miliauskiene@agroinzinerija.lt

MALAYSIA
POULLIVE SDN BHD
Mr Yoo Kong Siong
1 Jalan Tago 12, Tago Industrial 
Park - Sri Damansara
52200 Kuala Lumpur
T +60 3 6275 5788
F +60 3 6275 5787
contact@poullive.com
www.poullive.com

MEXICO
DISTRIBUIDORA TORRELAVEGA
Sr Aquilino Natividad
Avenida del Agave #113 - Interior 
del Parque Industrial Tehuacán-
Miahuatlán
Colonia Santa Clara
C.P. 75820
Santiago Miahuatlán, Puebla 
T +52 238 383 1300 
www.torrelavega.com.mx

NIGERIA
CHI LIMITED
Mr Martin Middernacht
14 Chivita Avenue,
Ajao Estate - Apakun Oshodi
P.O. Box 2978
Ikeja-Lagos
T +234 1 775 57 67
F +234 1 4520965/80
chi@clicktgi.net

PAKISTAN
GOLDEN HARVEST
Mrs Sadaf Saeed
49C, 24th Commercial Street, 
D.H.A. II ext.
75500 Karachi
T +92 21 35881747
F +92 21 35887554
gh@goldenharvest.com.pk

PANAMA / COSTA RICA
INTERAGRO – Integrales 
Agropecuarios S.A.
Mr Mario Alberto Ruiz C.
Calle 70, San Francisco, No18
Panamá
República de Panamá
T +507 3904410
mario.ruiz@interagro.com.pa
www.interagro.com.pa

PERU
MACANA S.A.C.
Dr. Jose Armebianchi
Jirón Tiziano, 402
San Borja
Lima
T +51 1 224 0538
F +51 1 224 0538
jarmebianchi@terra.com.pe
http://www.macanasac.com

POLAND
POLBEL
Mr Andrzej Kozlowski
ul. Sokolnickiego 33
05-090 Raszyn K - Warszawy
T +48 602 25 19 62
F +48 2 27202088
polbel.a.kozlowski@wp.pl

PORTUGAL
INCOMAX - Tecnologia na Criação  
Ricardo Silva and Daniel Silva
Rua 8, Lote 1-A | 2405-019 Maceira 
LRA | Portugal  
T +351 244 778 196  
comercial@incomax.pt
www.incomax.pt

ROMANIA / MOLDAVIA
S.C. SIPO SERV SRL
Mr Silviu Popescu
Petru si Pavel 67
Sector 1
Bucharest - 012982
M +40 (0) 722310004
T +40 21 3127210
silviu.popescu@siposerv.com

RUSSIA
HARTMANN 
LEBENSMITTELTECHNIK 
ANLAGENBAU GMBH
Mr Michael Hartmann
1.Strasse Jamskogo Polja, 9/13
Office 509 (U-Bahn Station 
«Belorusskaja»)
125124 Moskau
T +7 (495) 6096800 / +7 (495) 
6096858
F +7 (495) 6096898
office@hartmann-gmbh.ru
www.hartmann-gmbh.ru

SOUTH AFRICA
SPARTAN EQUIPMENT
Mr Philip Bronkhorst
P.O. Box 136, Halfway House 1685 - 
62 Summit Road, Blue Hills
Transvaal
T +27 11 3182239
F +27 11 3182272
sparquip@iafrica.com

SPAIN
INCUMAT
Mr Enric Corominas
Avinguda de Sarriá 28, Baixos
8029 Barcelona
T +34 93 3224426/3955
F +34 93 3224390
incumat@incumat.es

SRI LANKA
BODUM ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS 
(PVT) LTD
Mr Frank Miranda
No 124 Thalawathugoda Road
Pita Kotte
T +94 11 4510719/20
F +94 11 2054888
bodum@sltnet.lk

TAIWAN
TP HEALTH CO. Ltd.
Mr Jackson Hung
N° 44, Sec. 2, Yongsin Road
Dongshan Township
I-LAN
T +886 3 9588039
F +886 3 9581388
tp.health@msa.hinet.net

THAILAND
WORLD AGRI BUSINESS CO. Ltd.
Mr Worawat Leewattanapisarn
542/3168 Sinthorn Village, 
Happyland Road
10240 Bangkapi/Bangkok
T +66 2 374 2465
F +66 2 375 6159
wabbkk@loxinfo.co.th 

THE PHILIPPINES
PROLINE GROUP
Mr Romel Labbay
Unit 3202-C, 32nd Flr, Atlanta 
Centre
31 Annapolis Street
Greenhills, San Juan City 1504
T +63 2 625 88 22
F +63 2 625 88 55
romelito@prolinegroup.com
www.prolinegroup.com

TURKEY
POULTECH
Mr Ridvan Karakoç
Mansuroğlu Mah. 271/2
Sokak No: 3/1 
35030 Bornova - İzmir
T +90 232 3482450
F +90 232 3482455
poultech@poultech.com.tr
http://www.poultech.com.tr

VENEZUELA
DPA 
Mr. Gilberto Ríos P.
2405 E.F. Griffin Road, #8
Bartow - FL. 33830 - USA
T +1 863 647 9130
F +1 786 283 2679
mary@dpa-corp.com

If your country 
is not listed on 
this page, consult 
petersime.
com/about-us/
sales-network to 
find your local 
Petersime contact 
person.

Close to you worldwide

We are committed to making sure Petersime customers have the least risks and costs during the entire 
hatchery lifecycle, ensuring maximum business continuity and excellence in their operations.



Petersime presence worldwide

www.linkedin.com/company/petersime
www.twitter.com/PetersimeNV
www.youtube.com/user/PetersimeNV

Petersime Russia
34, Shosse Entuziastov
105118 - Moscow - Russia
T +7 495 788 3068
anna.nemtseva@petersime.com

Petersime India
2/1003 Nanama
Pudupariyaram, Palakkad
678733 - Kerala - India
T +91 9633778377
sujit.menon@petersime.com 

Petersime headquarters
Centrumstraat 125
9870 - Zulte - Belgium
T +32 9 388 96 11
info@petersime.com

Petersime do Brasil
Rod. Jorge Zanatta, 6.537 – Anel Viário
Bairro Presidente Vargas
88820-000 - Içara - SC - Brazil 
T+ 55 48 3437 0900
vendasbrasil@petersime.com

Petersime Tianjin Rep. Office
Rm 307, No.1 Building, Ocean International Center, 
No.40 Huachang Road, Hedong District, - 300011 
Tianjin - China
T +86 22 58562156  
sandy.qi@petersime.com

Petersime Southeast Asia
E-09-05 & E-09-06, Capital 5, Oasis Square, 
No. 2, Jalan PJU 1A/7A, Oasis Damansara, 47301 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor - Malaysia
T +603 76119400
carmelo.ferlito@petersime.com 

Subscribe to our e-news at 
www.petersime.com to read more
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